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3UREOHP6WDWHPHQW

6XSSRUW IRU UXQWLPH UHFRQILJXUDWLRQ RI FRPSRQHQWEDVHG V\VWHPV LV D QHFHVVLW\ IRU DFKLHYLQJ
IOH[LEOHFRPSRQHQWEDVHG2EMHFW5HTXHVW%URNHUVWKDWLQFRUSRUDWHVXSSRUWIRUYDULRXVQRQIXQFWLRQDO
UHTXLUHPHQWVRQDSHUDSSOLFDWLRQXVHFDVHEDVLV+RZHYHUFXUUHQWFRPSRQHQWDUFKLWHFWXUHVGRQRW
PHHW WKH UHTXLUHPHQWV RI UXQWLPH UHFRQILJXUDWLRQ RI FRPSRQHQWEDVHG V\VWHPV ,Q IDFW FXUUHQW
G\QDPLF UHFRQILJXUDWLRQ SUDFWLFHV LQ FRPSRQHQWRULHQWHG SURJUDPPLQJ RIWHQ UHVXOW LQ DGKRF
VROXWLRQV
,QWURGXFWLRQ
In previous projects we build flexible communication systems and Object Request Brokers
implemented in Java [1][2]. In our approach the process of customizing an ORB is driven by
application-specific policies that describe QoS preferences for various non-functional requirements.
An ORB implementation is then dynamically constructed by selectively integrating those ORB
components that provide the expected behavior [3].
In order to implement this conceptual customization process, support for dynamic reconfiguration
is needed. However, when implementing a prototype of a component-based ORB using JavaBeans,
we ran into several issues that inhibited the realization of the required dynamic reconfiguration
mechanisms. The basic problem was that the current component architecture of JavaBeans does not
meet the requirements for dynamic reconfiguration. We will demonstrate this by giving an example.
Consider an end-user application that has timeliness requirements for only a few of its use-cases.
Further, suppose the used component-based ORB is initially configured with a
FIFOTaskSchedulerBean that implements a non-real-time scheduling algorithm. When the
InvocationSchedulerBean receives an IncomingInvocationMessage event1 for method invocation
within a specified deadline, the ORB must be reconfigured, such that the newly created task for
executing the method invocation is sent to a RealtimeTaskSchedulerBean instead of the
FIFOTaskSchedulerBean. In architectural jargon, this re-wiring is described by changing the input
connections of the “onScheduleTask” connector from the FIFOTaskSchedulerBean to the
RealtimeTaskSchedulerBean.
ScheduleTaskListener

EDFSchedulerBean (realtime)

FIFOSchedulerBean

ScheduleInvocationListener

;

InvocationSchedulerBean

Implements/extends
onScheduleTask(task)
Outgoing Event

However, when implementing this reconfiguration using JavaBeans several issues arise. In the
JavaBeans model input connections correspond to the registration of a component as an event listener
of other components. Hence re-wiring corresponds to unregistering the FIFOSchedulerBean and
registering the EDFScheduler-Bean with the InvocationSchedulerBean. However, a Java Bean is only
1

In JavaBeans components are connected together through a simple push-event model. Event listeners are
registered directly with event sources.

required to maintain a list of registered listener objects but no lists of the source objects to which it
listens self; thus it only knows about its outgoing connections, but not about incoming connections. So
there is no way for unregistering listeners unless this information is stored somewhere. Furthermore,
the FIFOSchedulerBean is a stateful component. There are probably still tasks running that were
scheduled with the FIFOSchedulerBean. Replacement of stateful components is a non-trivial issue.
First of all, the FIFOSchedulerBean might not be prepared to hand its running tasks over to the
EDFSchedulerBean, due to semantic incompatibility of the different kind of scheduling algorithms
(how would you specify the deadline of a task that is scheduled by a FIFOSchedulerBean). Secondly,
it is probably so that the application might require joint use of both schedulers. When the application
later executes a use-case without any real-time requirements, the scheduling of tasks created on its
behalf requires the FIFOSchedulerBean. So the question of when to preserve or replace a component
instance must be carefully considered. Third, the re-wiring must happen as an atomic operation in
order to guarantee that the system is not left in an inconsistent state. There is, however, no atomic
operation for handling a bean’s incoming connections over to another bean.
The underlying source of the problems is the fact that JavaBeans fails to localize knowledge of
system structure, independently of the elements being structured; and secondly, there is no
infrastructure that allows you to realize atomic primitives for controlling and changing this
knowledge. We refer to this knowledge as $UFKLWHFWXUDO .QRZOHGJH $. . We distinguish between
three categories of architectural knowledge, in relation to the JavaBeans component model. For a
detailed analysis of the problems and solutions for each category, we refer to [4]. The most important
architectural knowledge consists of:
• The collaboration flow between the components of the ORB system
• The management of listener references and source references: who is registered to whom?
• The component type of each component in the ORB system
&RPSRQHQW$UFKLWHFWXUH
In [4] we present a novel component architecture that provides uniform support for run-time
reconfiguration of component-based Object Request Brokers driven by application-specific policies.
This component architecture is based on a localization of architectural knowledge embedded within a
component-based system, making this knowledge controllable and changeable. This is realized by
splitting a component-based system into two separate levels. First, there is an architectural level that
consists of FRPSRQHQW W\SH PDQDJHUV – or short type managers – who manage the architectural
knowledge of components that belong to a specific component type. Second there is an
implementation-level that consists of component instances that implement the functionality of the
system.
Type managers are themselves implemented as Java Beans that can be code-generated by a parser
that inspects the component type specification of each component in the system. Type managers
implement the same interfaces as its component instances. In order to observe and manipulate AK of
component instances, we implemented a simple interception mechanism that allows the type manager
to intercept outgoing and incoming event messages send and received by its component instances.
This interception mechanism is similar to techniques applied in computational reflection, except that
we don’t perform ‘reification’ of event messages, but only forward the messages to the type manager.
This is possible because each type manager implements in addition the interfaces on which its
component instances explicitly depend on.
The component architecture supports selective integration of component instances based on
application-specific policies. We call this technique aspect-based forwarding. Furthermore, the
component architecture also copes with the integration of new component types into the system that
were not anticipated for by pre-existing hooks. In order to interact with component instances of this
new type, the interaction behavior of the existing component instances must be adapted. This is
realized by the combination of applying a simple wrapper to existing components together with
rewiring the input connections of the wrapped components to the wrapper. This rewiring is
completely handled at the architectural level without type safety breaking.
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Appendix: ORB development and deployment process
Figure 1 gives an overview of the component architecture. The component architecture is structured
according to the different YLHZV used by developers/programmers/end-users in developing componentbased systems. In ORB development and deployment we differentiate between three developer roles.
These roles include the 25% V\VWHP DUFKLWHFW (who builds a domain-specific ORB component
framework), the 25% GHYHORSHU (who builds an ORB as a specialization from the framework by
plugging in component instances), and HQGXVHUDSSOLFDWLRQSURJUDPPHUV (who customize the ORB
through policies). We differentiate between five views: the software architecture view, the component
view, the functional view, the non-functional view, and finally the interaction refinement view.
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Figure 1 Component Architecture
Typically ORB implementations are constructed as a specialization of a domain-specific ORB
component framework that is tailored to a specific application domain, such as E-commerce, robotics
control etc. In designing this framework, the ORB architect anticipates ‘hot spots’ and encapsulates

them within component types. In applying the VRIWZDUHDUFKLWHFWXUHYLHZ, an ORB architecture is then
set up by selecting component types and connecting their interfaces together with connectors. Since a
component type is explicitly represented by a type manager at the architectural level, the collaboration
control flow between components is completely controlled at the architectural level. Furthermore in
ORB development connectors typically implement the concurrency model of the ORB (how threads
are flowing through the ORB)[5], keeping this difficult aspect away from the implementation level.
This provides the ORB developer with a pure functional view that allows him to focus solely on the
functionality that his component instances have to provide. From this IXQFWLRQDO YLHZ, the ORB
developer creates an ORB implementation as a specialization of the component framework, by
providing one or more component instances for each component type. Component instances vary in
their support for non-functional requirements.
In applying the QRQIXQFWLRQDOYLHZ, application programmers specify application-specific policies
for the non-functional requirements that are necessary for the different use-cases of their applications.
Application-specific policies are expressed using a specific aspect language that is specifically
designed for a certain non-functional requirement. This is inspired by Aspect-Oriented Programming
(AOP)[7]. AOP is a well-known open implementation technique that strives to offer an easy
programming model to application programmers that in general do not have the skills to comprehend
the complexities of using a Meta-Object Protocol. However AOP is a static approach. Based on earlier
experiences [6] and the need for dynamic reconfigurability of ORBs, we argue that an explicit
representation of some aspects at run-time is required to capture dynamic preferences of an
application. As such, customization of an ORB should better be performed by UXQWLPH ZHDYLQJ of
policies into the ORB implementation. Run-time weaving is based on a matching between policies
and alternative component instances [3].
The FRPSRQHQWYLHZ realizes the notion of a component as the dynamic construct of a component
type (implemented by a type manager) and a set of alternative component instances.
Finally, the LQWHUDFWLRQ UHILQHPHQW YLHZ copes with unanticipated changes not foreseen by the
system architect. The ability to cope with unanticipated change is a necessity in application domains
where 7x24 availability is required.

